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ABSTRACT
Evolutionary robotics researchers often need to share results
that may be too difficult to describe in text and too complex
to show using images. Many researchers include links to videos
as supplementary materials, but videos have a predefined view
of the scene and do not allow watchers to adjust the viewing
angle to their preference. In this paper we present a web-
based application (based on three.js) for sharing interactive
animations. Specifically, our tool (called Review) enables
researchers to generate simple animation log data that can
be loaded in any modern web browser on a computer or
mobile device. The camera in these animations is controlled
by the user such that they can pan, tilt, rotate, and zoom in
and out of the scene. Review is meant to improve the ability
of researchers to share their evolved results with one another.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Conveying the behaviors of a dynamic system is extremely
important in the field of robotics. When presenting the opera-
tion of a new robotic system, it is vital to provide readers and
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collaborators with some way to visualize its motions. This is
particularly true for evolutionary robotics (ER) research, as
often the goal of ER is to produce novel or unexpected behav-
iors. Despite this importance, however, it can be difficult to
present behaviors in a manner useful to other researchers. In
this paper, we present Review1 (source code2), a web-based
platform for sharing visualizations of evolved robotic systems.

Traditionally, to depict behaviors of an evolved system,
researchers provide sequences of images (see Figures 1 and 2)
and/or links to videos. Image sequences have been a common
feature of ER from the beginning; see, Sims [14] from 1994
for example. Images, however, can sometimes be problematic.
First, when a reader is unfamiliar with terminology (e.g.,
gait, hopping, bounding, etc.) they may not have a base-
line reference with which to compare and understand images
of a new behavior. And second, even with a good under-
standing of what to expect, some complex movements are
difficult to comprehend from image sequences. For example,
the quadruped gaits in Figure 1 are reasonably understand-
able for someone familiar with such systems, but for someone
new to quadrupedal robotics it may be difficult to picture
the motions. Likewise, the unusual gaits exhibited by the
worm-like animat in Figure 2 are difficult to imagine without
the aid of video (or animation).

Linking to videos is a common approach to handling the
problems associated with images. Videos, however, are simi-
larly static in the sense that the camera transform (viewing
angles, zoom levels, etc.), object materials (colors and other
material properties), and playback speed are fixed once the
video is generated and uploaded. Practically, this means that
a viewer of the video cannot change the view angle or zoom-
in on different aspects of the scene, and cannot change the
color of objects if they find the chosen colors hard to see.
And although some web-based video players allow a viewer
to speed-up/slow-down the video by small amounts, this is
usually at the cost of playback smoothness; videos appear
choppy when they are slowed down since videos are recorded
at a fixed frame-rate and slowing down the video effectively
makes each frame appear for a longer period of time. Addi-
tionally, it is common for ER researchers to generate videos
by performing a video screen recording (often referred to as a
screencast). Since the speed of a simulation playback depends
on the current load of both the CPU and GPU, recording
a simulation playback via screencasting generally leads to
1https://review.github.io/
2https://github.com/review/review.github.io
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Figure 1: Evolved gaits for a quadrupedal animat: (top) galloping, (bottom) hopping. Interactive visualizations of the galloping
and hopping gaits can be found, respectively, at the following links: http://bit.ly/2HYXS7u and http://bit.ly/2HVY9bc; or by
visiting the links specified by the QR codes.

Figure 2: Evolved gaits for a worm-like animat (adapted with permission from Moore et al. [8]): (top) tumbling, (bottom)
hopping. Interactive visualizations of the tumbling and hopping gaits can be found, respectively, at the following links: http:
//bit.ly/2vH4Knp and http://bit.ly/2HnHa4C; or by visiting the links specified by the QR codes.

videos with irregular frame-rates. Animation software, such
as Review, does not have these drawbacks.

Review was originally developed to share visualizations
among colleagues. Essentially, a tool was needed to solve
two common questions in evolutionary robotics: (1) how
can we share behavior results without needing to generate
and email (or upload) large video files, and (2) how can
we enable collaborators to manipulate the scene’s camera
as the visualization is playing. One method for achieving
these two goals is to setup the same simulation and graphics
environment on the machines of all collaborators, such that
everyone is able to repeat the same experiment when given the
same configuration (i.e., control and morphology parameters
and environment initial conditions). To ensure repeatable
results, in ER research this would require all collaborators to
install the same physics and graphics libraries. This works
for small teams and simple software packages, however, it
becomes untenable when dealing with more complex systems.

Instead, Review has the ability to playback visualizations,
inside a browser, when provided a log file. Thus, the work-
flow works as follows: (1) a researcher runs an evolutionary

experiment (likely with the aid of a compute cluster), (2)
interesting solutions are re-run, with visualization logging
enabled (see section 2 for details), to generate log files, (3)
log files are shared with other researchers (e.g., via email or
uploaded to a website), and (4) log files are run with Review so
that everyone can see the same results. Importantly, everyone
using Review can independently adjust the playback speed,
color of objects, and camera.

Review is meant to be complementary to both image
sequences and videos. Many researchers will not have access
to the Internet while reading a research paper, and for many
other cases video will suffice. A web-based simulation viewer
is meant for the following scenarios:

(1) sharing research with collaborators that need the ability
to examine the scene from their own perspective, and

(2) sharing difficult-to-visualize behaviors in such a way
that readers can manipulate the camera to better un-
derstand evolved behaviors.
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2 REVIEW
Due to recent advances in web technologies (e.g., WebGL
and HTML5), web-based visualizations have become increas-
ingly prevalent [3]. Applications include: data visualization,
education (e.g., viewing the human anatomy or the structure
of a molecule), content creation (i.e., creating 3D models
and other assets), gaming, and structure visualization (e.g.,
geospatial and architectural) [3, 9, 10]. The convenience of
web-browsers and their increased performance has led to this
increase in web-based applications.

2.1 Usage
Before we discuss Review in detail, we provide the following
proposed usage for using Review as part of an ER study:

(1) Run evolutionary experiments
(2) Generate animation data (in Review log file format)

for interesting results
(3) Load animations in Review
(4) Configure the scene (change materials and environ-

ment)
(5) Export animation file (Review log file and/or glTF

formats)
(6) (optional) Generate high-quality videos using glTF
(7) Share animations with other researchers

The final step above can be achieved in several ways. First,
Review log files can be directly sent to collaborators (e.g.,
via email). A log file saved on a local computer can be
opened by Review through a file browser or by dropping the
file onto the browser window. Alternatively, log files can be
hosted on any server and automatically fetched by Review in
the following manner: https://review.github.io/?log=https://
raw.githubusercontent.com/review/review.github.io/master/
examples/simple-sphere.json. Here, we have provided the URI
of a log file to Review via an HTTP URI query component
(note the "?" after the domain and the key-value pair that
follows). When embedding links to an animation inside of
a research article, it can often be desirable to shorten the
URI with a URL shortener (such as Bitly3 and Ow.ly4) .
For example, this shortened link can be used in place of
the previous link: http://bit.ly/2HOZQcY (this usage is also
shown in the caption of Figures 1 and 2). Additionally, a
QR code can be generated for the URL and paired with the
image sequence as shown in Figures 1 and 2. This will enable
readers to print a copy of an article and view the anima-
tion on their smart-phone using a QR code reader. Finally,
Review-based animations can be embedded into any website
using an HTML iframe. This allows users to see animations
in a similar manner to an embedded video, but they will be
able to manipulate the viewing angle, and change the color
of objects in the scene.

3https://bitly.com/
4http://ow.ly/

2.2 Interface
A screen-shot of the Review interface is shown in Figure 3.
Review provides two methods for loading a log file (the log
files is described in the next section): (1) log files can be
loaded from the local machine either by dragging the file
onto the browser window, or by choosing a file from the open-
file dialog box that is available when no log file is currently
loaded (not shown), or (2) log files can be specified via an
HTTP URI query component and loaded automatically by
Review from remote servers (as demonstrated in the “Usage”
section above).

Figure 3: A screen-shot of Review with a UGV simulation in
progress. The color palette can be used to change the color of
each object in the scene.

This image depicts a scene of a transformable wheel UGV
and several obstacles; the UGV’s chassis color is currently
being changed with a color picker that can be accessed in
the settings pane. Review’s settings pane includes several
other expected features, for example, the ability to follow
a specific object with the camera, reset the camera to its
original settings, change the visibility of objects in the scene,
and export the current animation. The settings pane can be
hidden from view when it is unneeded. A standard set of
playback controls are available at the bottom of the screen.
One of the most useful controls is the progress bar, which
can be scrubbed forward and backwards. Scrubbing refers
to the ability to drag the progress icon to quickly navigate
through time while watching the scene update on-the-fly.
The playback speed can be adjusted from −5 to 5, where a
negative number indicates that the scene will play in reverse.

2.3 Log File Format
One motivating factor for developing Review was the lack
of an alternative application with a suitable file format.
Most similar tools (described in section 3) require a complex
file format that is difficult to generate alongside a physical
simulation–likely because most 3D object viewers anticipate
that visualization data is being generated by an authoring
tool like Blender [1] or Autodesk Maya [11]. Common 3D
file formats that include animations (e.g., COLLADA, FBX,
glTF, and OpenGEX) focus on making it easy to load bi-
nary data and immediately send it through a GPU-centric
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graphics pipeline. For example, the following components are
needed to specify a moving sphere in the glTF file format:

(1) A binary data buffer specifying the 3 dimensional posi-
tions of all points comprising the sphere, the surface
normals of all points, and texture coordinates;

(2) A set of buffer accessors (called “views”) for speci-
fying how to extract positions, normals, and texture
coordinates from the binary buffer;

(3) A material object that specifies various properties of
the sphere’s surface (i.e., roughness, metallic factor,
and base color);

(4) A mesh object that groups together the buffer accessors
associated with a single object and includes a reference
to the sphere’s material;

(5) A node object that refers to the above mesh and speci-
fies the sphere’s relationship to all other objects in the
scene (even if no other objects are present);

(6) A scene graph specifying that the sphere is a root
object (it’s transform does not depend on any other
objects);

(7) An animation object that specifies how the sphere is
transformed (typically translations, rotation, and scale)
over time.

glTF version 2.0 was released in 2017 and is a relatively
simple specification compared to the other formats listed
above. In contrast, the Review file format was specifically
designed to be easily generated while running a simulation.
An example of the Review log file format is provided in
Listing 1. This is a visualization of a sphere that moves in a
square pattern and pauses for one frame when it reaches its
position defined in the fourth frame. This example animation
can be viewed at the following link: http://bit.ly/2HOZQcY.

Listing 1: Review Log File Example
{

"name": " Sphere Example ",
" timeStep ": 0.25 ,
" objects ": [{

"name": " sphere1 ",
"mesh": " sphere "

}],
" frames ": [

{ " sphere1 ": { "t": [0, 0, 0] } },
{ " sphere1 ": { "t": [1, 0, 0] } },
{ " sphere1 ": { "t": [1, 0, 1] } },
{ " sphere1 ": { "t": [0, 0, 1] } },
{ },
{ " sphere1 ": { "t": [0, 0, 0] } }

]
}

The log file is a JSON file with a specific schema [12].
Here we describe a basic file, but the full schema can be
found in the Review Git repository. This file format is human
readable and writable, and nearly all programming languages
include a library for manipulating JSON data. The Review

logging library5 used to generate the files linked in this study
has been provided, and it contains less than 100 lines of
C++ code and has only one external dependency (a C++
JSON library). This format has four required fields. The
name (string) and timeStep (number) provide a unique name
for the visualization and the time elapsed between frames,
respectively.

objects (array) is a list of all objects that are present in
the scene. In the example, there is only one object and only
the required object fields are specified. Each object must
have a unique name (string) and a mesh (string). The mesh
value denotes either a primitive (cube, cylinder, or sphere) or
a URI to an external resource (e.g., an STL or COLLADA
file). In addition to these fields, several other attributes can
be specified. The most prominent fields include: a physically
based rendering (PBR) material, translation, rotation, and
scale.

frames (array) is a list of all frames in the scene. The time
lapsed between each pair of consecutive frames is always
timeStep. Each frame is a JSON object where the keys (left
side of the colon) denote objects named in the objects array,
and the values (right side of the colon) denote object trans-
formations. In the example, the only attribute of sphere1
that changes is its translation. The most common animation
attributes are translation (t) and rotation (r), but other types
can be specified (e.g., scale). As exemplified by the fifth frame,
this log file format allows for empty frames. An empty frame
signifies that no objects are in motion during that frames
time step. Allowing for empty frames greatly reduces the
file size when many objects are in a given scene but only a
few are in motion at a specific time. For example, for the
UGV visualization in Figure 3 all 30 boxes are dynamic, but
only one or two boxes are pushed by the UGV in any given
frame. Although frame data may be omitted, currently the
empty frames themselves must be present to ensure that the
duration of the simulation is accurate–the log file format does
not currently allow for variable timeSteps between different
frames.

2.4 Technical Details
After Review loads a JSON-format log file, it converts it
into glTF 2.06. glTF is a transmission format specified in
JSON that is used for loading and saving 3D models and
scenes–an example of the contents of a glTF file are described
above. It is advantageous to convert the Review log file into a
format that is readily loaded by graphics engines. A custom
graphics engine could be constructed around the Review log
format (indeed, an earlier version of Review used a custom
engine), however it is beneficial to use a full-featured graphics
engine with state-of-the-art features and optimizations. We
chose glTF due to its wide support and relatively simple
specification. Thus, Review maintains the benefit of a simple
file format while also gaining the capabilities of more capable
rendering libraries.

5https://github.com/review/logger-cpp
6https://github.com/KhronosGroup/glTF
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Review uses three.js [2] to render animated scenes to a
browser window. three.js includes a modern rendering pipeline
built on WebGL [5], great support for animations, and the
ability to import glTF files. WebGL is a JavaScript API
for rendering 3D graphics within a browser. WebGL enables
GPU accelerated rendering in a similar fashion to OpenGL
(specifically OpenGL ES). GPU shaders can be customized to
produce stunning visuals that are rendered in the browser in
real-time. WebGL is supported on many systems, including
most modern desktop browsers and many browsers running
on iOS and Android.

three.js is a cross-browser JavaScript library created to
make 3D graphics applications. It includes many features for
building complex scenes from simple components: different
forms of lighting, different material and texture models, sup-
port for importing standard mesh formats, and an animation
system. Perhaps the most important feature of the three.js
animation system is interpolation, whereby three.js will inter-
polate transformation between frames. In the moving sphere
example above, the time between frames is 0.25s, however,
most computers will have no trouble rendering the scene
at 60 frames-per-second, which means that three.js will use
interpolation to generate roughly 15 frames in-between each
frame. The impact of interpolation is most dramatic when the
playback speed is reduced. For instance, when the playback
speed is set to 0.25 three.js generates 60 interpolated frames,
thereby providing a smooth animation. Without interpola-
tion, animations would be choppy (similar to a slowed-down
video).

3 RELATED WORK
Although web-based visualizers can be found for many differ-
ent domains, there are only a few that have similar capabil-
ities to those we describe here–namely, sharing animations
with other collaborators and other researchers. Clara.io [4]
is a cloud-based web-application for modeling, animating,
and rendering scenes. Clara.io has an impressive list of fea-
tures, including the ability to create models and scenes in the
browser. With Clara.io you can send animation links to col-
laborators, but the data files must be hosted by Clara.io and
the project is not open source. More importantly, Clara.io
uses standard graphics formats, which makes it difficult to
generate animation data as part of an evolutionary experi-
ment work-flow. Sketchfab [15] is another alternative, and
like Clara.io, Sketchfab hosts the data files and works with
common graphics files. In contrast to Clara.io, Sketchfab
focuses more on sharing and hosting graphics demos and
less on authoring new assets and models. Verge3D [6] is an
upcoming product that has similar features to both Clara.io
and Sketchfab. Verge3D, however, focuses more on providing
a means for creating 3D Web applications hosted by users.
For example, it can be used to create an e-commerce website
that delivers interactive 3D renderings of products.

Apart from these larger projects, Shen’s Clay-Viewer [13]
and McCurdy’s glTF Viewer [7] have a similar interface to
Review, and they load local animation files in glTF format.

None of the above applications, however, provide a feature
similar to our HTTP URI query component whereby an ani-
mation can be loaded by providing a link to the animation
data in the URI. While these alternatives would enable shar-
ing visualizations, they all require an extensive amount of
work to generate visualization data (see the discussion on
glTF in section 2). Another drawback of these websites is
that many require a paid account to keep hosted files private,
whereas with Review a researcher can choose to only share
the log files with specific collaborators.

4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented Review, a web-based tool
for sharing evolutionary robotics visualizations with collabo-
rators and other researchers. The interactive visualizations
enabled by Review are complementary to current techniques
such as providing image sequences and links to videos. More-
over, the simple log file format and export to glTF feature
will enable researchers to import their simulation results into
3D author tools such as Maya, which will enable the produc-
tion of high-quality videos more suitable for presentations.
In the future, we anticipate adding the following features:
(1) the ability to import more than one animation at a time
so that researchers can compare the results from different
trials in the same view, (2) support for additional mesh and
material formats, and (3) the ability to generate videos by
outputting frame data (which will provide a smoother video
when compared to a screen recording).
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